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Production equipment

A graphics / photoengraving design office (4 employees) and an engineering consulting office 
(4 employees) equipped with latest generation PC and Macintosh computer equipment:

- SolidWorks software: the worldwide reference for the 
design of object, technical plans and 3D rendering

- AutoCAD software: reference for 2D design
- Adobe CC software: Photoshop, Indesign, Illustrator
- 9 Apple Mac Pro stations with 27’’ screens
- 3 Macbook Pro 13’’
- DELL PC with 26 and 23’’ screens

- 2 DELL PCs for RIP printing
- 2 17’’ DELL screens
- 2 tracers (EPSON 4000 PRO and EPSON 9880 PRO)
-  CANON IRC 3530i colour laser printer
- EPSON 4990 photo scanner
- 3D printer

Empreinte holds Iso 9001 and Iso 14001 certifications since 12 January 2009.
Each year the company prepares a programme of ambition actions intended: 
- to improve the quality of its products with regard to the specific expectations of its clients,
- to reduce and control its environmental impacts. 

A decor and screen printing workshop (8 employees) with the following equipment:

A metal workshop (the subsidiary Empreinte Metal consisting of 6 employees), 
with the following equipment:

- Electric kiln that can bake at 1000°C
- Moretti FORNI kiln that can bake at 1200°C
- CP50 electric kiln
- Europa painting cabin
- Liquid paint mix and storage unit
- MECAPRO 3020 CNC machine
- Flatbed digital enamel printer
- Roland VersaUV S-Series flatbed UV printer
- 2 screen printing tables
- Akticop 3500 S imaging lamp
- Vertex exposure unit – Kippax & Sons Ltd

- Closed circuit screen cleaning vat
- Grunig Wash 170 automatic screen reclaiming 

machine with water recovery system
- Split O Mat SOM 1100 flocculation machine for the 

treatment of water
- Jungheinrich electric stacker
- Apple Mac Pro station with 27’’ screen
- 4 iPad Mini 2
- HP Latex 310 54-in Printer
- Summa S Class 2 cutting table
- Rollsroller Regular 340/145R flat laminator

- Flow Waterjet cutting machine
- CN Amada type HFBO 170-30 folding press
- Hydraulic straightening press LFSS DK 1570-100
- Bombled type GTS II 3006 guillotine
- Jungheinrich electric stacker
- Cincinnati type NC 320 drill press with tapping 
    device and chuck
- Devilbiss type RTC 15 compressor with air dryer 
    and 900 litre vertical tank
- Promac type 322BE-1 deburring tank
- Powertec type 420S welding machine

- 2 Fastmig welding machines 
- Magicwaze 4000 welding machine
- MACC « spécial 400  » pipe saw
- SolidWorks software: the worldwide reference for the 

design of object, technical plans and 3D rendering
- Asus Portable PC: 17,3’’ Full HD screen,  Intel Corse 

i7-4710HQ processor
- EPSON Expression Home XP-225 multifonction 3 in 1 

inkjet WiFi printer
- 4 potences type PMT 500 et 750 kg


